
 Encased in Rock 

I forget how adamant I was that there was no more to see than the shapes on the cave wall1. We 

would spend hours watching shadows thrown by the flames, they were beautiful. I would wander off 

into the dark, feeling the rough rockfaces, searching for something unknown; callused fingers tracing 

along the walls and sending debris scattering across the cave floor. It was liveable and it was all I knew, 

so it was okay. There was the dark, the tunnels, the fire, the shadows on the wall and the drips of 

water falling from cave ceiling to floor. 

The drip 

drip  

dripping echoing through the tunnels, distorting, and warping into something terrifying. The time 

between each droplet feeling like an eternity yet only lasting a second, every silence, a violent assault 

on the mind2. It was constant, something dangerous, but we knew there was no risk of it changing our 

lives. Water weeping through the cracks and seeping into the depths. We couldn’t see it ever so slowly 

changing the form of our home. Stalagmites and stalactites forming like teeth, making the gullet of 

the earth uninhabitable. We never saw them slowly biting down on us. For all of this, we feared water, 

yet we didn’t know that the cave we called home was formed by it, nor that our cave was the only 

one.  

That life down in the dark was meant to be innate, yet it felt so unnatural. I was once malleable, but 

forced myself into square moulds and hardened my flesh in the depths of the fire. I became the very 

bricks that held me back, raising walls to desperately convince myself that I couldn’t be that thing. 

Building them, tighter and tighter, taller and taller until my arms pressed firmly into my chest, clasped 

over the heart, diaphragm aching from the unrelenting pressure. The breaths became short, drowning 

in the unknown and gasping for air. I did what I was meant to, I was so sure of it. Looking up, drained 

eyes couldn’t see beyond this self-made cell3. It stretched so high, concealing the self from the world 

and the world from the self. Fingers bled from futile attempts to tear a way out of this self-imposed 

solitary, but to no avail. They began to claw at the skin and found it so much easier to break than those 

bitter walls.  

It took the utter darkness of being trapped in a cell, inside a cave, deep underground, to accept the 

vivid world others had spoken of. Constricting any hope of movement was the only hope to stay down 

there, but finally embracing the soundness of straying from the ingrained scripts, I felt water start to 

drip down the bricks. It smoothed their touch on the skin and granted me the space to move, the 

space to chisel at the mortar and bricks, cracking off chunks using the very tools I used to construct 

those walls. Beyond those strict barriers of my own mind and body, lay what I’d been concealing for 

so long. A curiosity about a forbidden world so terrifying and bright, so full of unknowns yet impossible 

to turn down. Of a soft warmth, nothing like the stinging and biting and crackling heat I’d felt all my 

life. Clambering over rocks almost unworn by human feet and stumbling out into the open to be 

embraced by this overwhelming newness. It was so inviting but it blinded me, eyes screaming for the 

dark they knew, a river of anxiety in the mind and caverns of dread in the stomach. Yet, now 

encompassed in light, there was no going back. 

 
1 (LeMoine, 2020) Plato’s cave allegory taken in a modern context. I’ve further adapted it to fit my own 
narrative 
2 (Joseph, 2014) “Sometimes quiet is violent” 
3 (Foucault, 1975) self-discipline within a panopticon prison 



That river in the mind was the obstacle that I feared so dearly, all of the knowledge of what could 

happen and what could be; yet embracing that fear was my salvation, my route to finding a myriad of 

colour and life and joy and possibility. Jumping into the freezing depths, and letting the current take 

me to places unknown, it washed the dirt and mud and dried blood from my skin and began to heal 

the calluses and scars on my fingers. My gaze softened, and I learned to relax; to breathe in soft air 

and gaze at the sky, floating downstream in the gentle currents. 

To be human is to be so many things, and to be able to explore so many experiences, yet this outside 

world had been hidden by fear. The freedom to watch the shadows cast by the fire had been an illusion 

to keep us from what was real. It took pain and strength to break from it and after seeing something 

so clearly in the light of day, it becomes impossible to go back underground. I saw that life had so 

much diversity, when before I could only see shadow and light. 

It feels like a kindness to go back and tell of the world over ground, yet, once again, I’m blinded. My 

eyes so used to the sunshine I can’t imagine how I ever navigated that dark labyrinth with such ease, 

now stumbling over boulders I used to be able to see.  

Eventually, I see the fire, lighting the grey faces of those surrounding it. I tell my great stories of the 

embrace of the sun on the skin and the wind in the hair and the sound of the birds4 but in their dull 

eyes, I become a madman. I become an anarchist, intent on making this safe, sweltering place collapse 

in on itself, crushing the entire world.  For if this were true, surely, we would know. We would have 

known for someone would have told us. “There is only the light from the fire and the shadows it casts” 

they say, “everybody knows that”. Yet they forget the many who have told them before and the many 

who have been killed for it5. 

I don’t know how I lived down there. 

The caves were a mould, and the fire, a kiln. Peoples’ childlike curiosity was replaced by fear, casting 

them into conformity6, making them terrified of deviating from what was expected. If we don’t 

conform, the system doesn’t work. They forget that the system was built to keep them underground, 

heat growing so slowly they don’t notice until they become something hard and unyielding; bricks in 

a wall constructed to keep them segregated, so scared of falling and smashing into fragments or 

making the entire wall collapse. To be what we are expected to be is so much safer, a brick in the wall. 

Deconstruct the harshness, learn to absorb the impact rather than shattering and sending shrapnel 

flying. 

Staying complacent with what is known is only safe in the short run. Fed knowledge to keep us docile 

and seeing others purely through the prescribed lenses of hate and mistrust coerces us into rejecting 

anyone who refuses to harden in the depths of the fire7. Clay forced into a prescribed mould will either 

crack or break the form made to contain it8, the choice is in breaking the self or breaking the system.  

  

 

 
4 (Louis Stevenson, 1994) poetic influence on rhythm and flow 
5 (Sennett, 2013) “Thinking that you know what other people are like without knowing them” 
6 (Foucault, 1975) 
7 (Foucault, 1975) the idea that knowledge is locked in an intimate relationship with power. Knowledge is 
written by those in power in order to keep said power 
8 (Grippo, 1980) Life, Death, Resurrection. Red beans germinating, breaking out of a lead case and scattering 
across the table. Objects interacting and exerting energy on one another and creating visual poetry  



 

Eroded by Waves 

We are rivers carving into rock, the veins of the earth, keeping the world moving. Springs bubble up 

from the depths, joining with different streams and together, we become an unstoppable force. We 

alter the landscape and are a sanctuary for so much life. For now, the banks control us, limiting our 

movements. Feeling secure, they don’t notice us slowly eating away at them.  

When something is so harsh and ageless, any inch of change feels cataclysmic9, yet when it’s slow and 

gradual, that change is left unnoticed and unchallenged, accepted into the veins of the collective 

consciousness10. A rock doesn’t feel a soft drop of rain, nor will it feel a thousand, but their gentle 

touch will slowly, slowly re-form it. Over time, water dictates its movement, what is perceived to be 

weak, eating away at the strong and eternal. They are opposing forces in a seemingly pointless battle, 

yet the slow, steady, and persistent will triumph over the blindly confident 11.  

There is a power in softness12. In such a harsh world, to be kind is an act of rebellion. When taught to 

harden up, showing vulnerability is seen as weakness by those who perceive themselves to be strong. 

Yet these people often shatter under the slightest blow, the fragments tearing into those closest to 

them. Anything that strays from their perception of the world is a suggestion of the unknown 

therefore terrifying, yet instead of embracing this aporia13, they reject it. To fight cruelty with softness 

is to care for and protect the self while resisting those who preach against kindness and compassion. 

Be receptive, be open and come along for the ride. With exposure, harsh ideas can begin to soften 

and mould into something new but sometimes a storm is needed to eat away at the harsh cliffs of 

hate14.  Accept that nothing is forever, for even words cut into stone will fade in the rain.   

Castle ruins litter the landscape, remnants of what once was. Some destroyed by gunpowder and 

force, others by the wind and the rain slowly eating away at their outdated walls. These are remnants 

of a forgotten world that still somehow stand tall and proud. Below them, an angry sea battling a 

coastline, white waves crashing onto chalk, battering the cliff face. You decide to look away, for water 

is no match for rock. “This castle has stood for a thousand years” you cry “and it shall stand for a 

thousand more”.  

Your castle is built on foundations of hate and mistrust. Sturdy foundations, yes, but outdated and 

unsafe, not meant to withstand the receding coastline nobody saw coming. Your ancestors ignored it 

when they first saw the sea creeping over the horizon, and with each generation, you were taught 

that the ocean was a myth. It was nothing to worry about, but here you stand. Metres away from 

disaster and still so sure that you’re safe. Disregarding the threat is so much easier than admitting the 

danger. You become blind with ignorance, refusing to acknowledge the cliff edge growing steadily 

closer to your home. You forget that when the castle was built, the coast was beyond the horizon15. 

Even during clement weather, the gentle waves eat away at the base of the cliff and send large sheets 

of white rock cascading into the water. But this isn’t a temperate summer afternoon. You’re stuck in 

 
9 (Cage, 1987) As Slow As Possible 
10 (Sennett, 2013) “The challenge is to respond to others on their own terms” 
11 (Aesop, 1930) “Slow and steady wins the race” 
12 (Mathis) Radical softness 
13 (Derrida, 1993) The concept of Aporia as an impasse or puzzlement as a state that one should feel pride in 
experiencing, and confusion and doubt not as dead ends but evidence of the adulthood of the mind  
14 (Sennett, 2013)  
15 (Cage, 1987) Time becomes an abstract when there is enough of it 



the middle of a storm yet still claim that the sun is shining. You were raised to believe that we were 

nothing to fear. You underestimated something you blindly assumed to be harmless, but now, we are 

a tempest surrounding your decaying castle ruin. 

One day soon, your castle will crumble with the chalk and be swallowed by the bellowing, swelling 

water below. The bricks will retreat into the sea, firing the furnace of our anger, and battering the cliff 

face that held them. They will wear down each other’s jagged and scarred faces until they are smooth 

and soft. And eventually, when the seas calm and the clouds part, they will settle into the ocean bed, 

finally able to rest and re-join the earth.  

  

Submerged in Water 

The people I fight alongside are the most genuine and fearless I’ve ever known, so confident in being 

themselves after such a long time of that fear dictating their every move. The self so compacted and 

under so much pressure and heat down underground becomes so incredibly concentrated, so pure 

and honest that to keep it hidden is utterly impossible. It forms something more valuable than any 

gemstone and with a fiercer bite than any diamond.  

History is written through the eyes of the victor, and it’s almost time to write our own. But there is a 

danger in settling to the ocean bed to rest. Our job is not yet done, nor will it ever be. Our ideas will 

be covered with the sediment of those of others, becoming swallowed into the depths, and solidified 

in the heat of the earth over hundreds of thousands of years. Eventually, we will be brought back to 

the surface, only to be torn down by whatever revolution for freedom the people of that time need. 

If we become hard, we become complacent, and we become stupid16. 

Keep moving, keep the waters muddy and embrace the fear that comes with looking into the 

unknown17. Crystal clear waters breed certainty and assurance but finding beauty in sending wisps of 

smoky sediment floating keeps the curiosity alive. Watch it dance, dance with it. Find the possibilities 

in uncertainty and explore the unfamiliar sense of unknowing, only to find more of it. Never be content 

with what you think you know because there is always more to learn. Without discomfort, there is no 

growth18, and without growth, we become stagnant and rancid.  

To be soft is to be adaptable, and to be adaptable is to be sustainable. Keep moving, get caught in the 

ocean currents. Evaporate and rain down on the earth, seep between the rock and soften the faces of 

bricks holding others back. Bleed through castle walls and taunt them with the echo of our voices. 

The drip 

drip 

drip of water on stone.  

 

 

 

 
16 (Foucault, 1975) Don’t become the power that restricts knowledge out of fear of losing that power 
17 (Derrida, 1993) 
18 (MoMa, 2010) Marina Abramović, The only way to find ones strength is to push oneself to discomfort and 
vulnerability 
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